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Abstract The newly released online statistics function of

Spine Tango allows comparison of own data against the

aggregated results of the data pool that all other partici-

pants generate. This comparison can be considered a very

simple way of benchmarking, which means that the quality

of what one organization does is compared with other

similar organizations. The goal is to make changes towards

better practice if benchmarking shows inferior results

compared with the pool. There are, however, pitfalls in this

simplified way of comparing data that can result in con-

founding. This means that important influential factors can

make results appear better or worse than they are in reality

and these factors can only be identified and neutralized in a

multiple regression analysis performed by a statistical

expert. Comparing input variables, confounding is less of a

problem than comparing outcome variables. Therefore, the

potentials and limitations of automated online comparisons

need to be considered when interpreting the results of the

benchmarking procedure.
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Introduction

Benchmarking is the process of comparing the cost, time or

quality of what one organization does against what other

similar organizations do. The result is often a business case

for making changes in order to make improvements. Also

referred to as ‘‘best practice benchmarking’’ or ‘‘process

benchmarking’’, it is a process used in management in

which organizations evaluate various aspects of their pro-

cesses in relation to best practice, usually within their own

sector. This then allows them to develop plans on how to

make improvements or adopt best practice, usually with the

aim of increasing some aspect of performance. Bench-

marking may be a one-off event, but is often treated as a

continuous process in which organizations continually seek

to challenge their practices.

Translated to the medical field, a surgeon or a depart-

ment would compare the quality of their own

patients‘outcomes with that of a peer group of surgeons in

order to find out if their results are superior, equal or

inferior to that benchmark. In the latter case, the desirable

consequence would be an analysis and identification of

problem areas and the implementation of new and

improved practices.
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Benchmarking is a powerful management tool because it

overcomes ‘‘paradigm blindness.’’ Paradigm blindness can

be summed up as the mode of thinking, ‘‘The way we do it

is the best because this is the way we’ve always done it.’’

Benchmarking opens organizations to new methods, ideas

and tools to improve their effectiveness. It helps overcome

resistance to change by presenting successful methods of

problem solving that are different to the ones currently

employed.

Enabling benchmarking possibilities is one of the fun-

damental goals of the Spine Tango venture. Only such

international projects can offer all participants the same

language and set of variables in order to share their

information in one and the same database. This data pool

has the potential to represent the benchmark for state of the

art spine surgery in Europe and in the future maybe even in

other parts of the world.

As of December 2007, the online statistics tool was

upgraded with a first version of benchmarking functiona-

lity. Although this represents a huge step forward in

increasing the scientific value of the Tango, it also entails

risks, i.e. a misinterpretation and misuse of the generated

statistics by the methodologically less educated user. In the

current article, we demonstrate the potentials and pitfalls of

online benchmarking and explain when statistical model-

ling becomes indispensable.

Input variables versus outcome variables

Input variables are those variables that have an influence on

the outcome. These can be patient characteristics like age,

sex, main diagnosis, extension of lesion, spinal comorbi-

dities or ASA status. Such variables are often referred to as

‘‘case mix’’ of a hospital. Other input variables include

surgeon qualification, type of surgery (conventional, MISS,

LISS, etc.), access or surgical measures. In contrast, out-

come variables typically deal with the result of surgery.

They can be found on the discharge subform of the surgery

questionnaire (hospitalization times, complications) but

foremost on the followup form, e.g. surgical goals

achieved/partially achieved/not achieved, overall outcome

rating by examiner, complications and also on the patient

based followup forms (COMI neck and back question-

naires). Intraoperative complications could be considered a

direct outcome variable of the circumstances of the case

and the surgery, but they could also be considered an input

variable for the final treatment result. Variables like ‘‘Goal

of surgery’’ may be considered an input variable, but they

are probably rather an independent type of information that

can later indirectly be used to assess the outcome. Hence,

not all variables can be clearly allocated to one of the two

groups.

Potentials: online benchmarking of input variables

Because the online statistics function is not yet able to

automatically link primary forms with their associated

followups, most users perform online statistical queries and

benchmarking based solely on the surgery questionnaires.

As previously discussed, the form is mostly made up of

input variables and consequently most statistical compari-

sons can directly be performed, e.g. age of patients, sex

distribution, types of diagnoses, etc. However, these sta-

tistics only show descriptive analyses in the form of tables

and figures, but do not include statistical tests of signifi-

cance. As such tests have to meet certain assumptions of

the distributions of underlying data, they should not be

automatically generated. As we will show in the following,

more profound analyses require a good knowledge of the

dataset and expertise in statistics.

Pitfalls: online benchmarking of output variables

Looking at complications rates per se without reference to

the actual surgical outcome makes them an output variable.

Hospitalisation times are a similar case. In order to highlight

and explain why this type of variable cannot be compared in

a similarly direct way as the input variables, we describe the

comparison of ‘‘raw’’ proportions of dura lesions in pos-

terior spinal fusion of seven selected Spine tango hospitals

and how corrections of these proportions are performed by

multiple regression analysis and modeling in order to allow

adjusted comparisons [4]. Adjustment is made for all those

input variables that have a statistically significant influence

on the dura lesion. These influential covariates are usually

what we refer to as input variables in this article.

Step 1: display of raw proportions

Figure 1 shows the raw proportions of dura lesions in these

hospitals which are 8.5, 2.3, 2.8, 0.6, 3.1, 4.0 and 2.9%

(image format as provided by online statistics tool).

Fig. 1 Raw and unsorted proportions of dura lesions in seven

selected Spine Tango hospitals
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Step 2: sorting of raw proportions

When sorting these proportions (Fig. 2) it becomes obvi-

ous, that there probably is a true difference between

hospital 1 and 4. However, what can be said about the other

clinics? Surgeons could argue that their unfavorable case

mix is the reason for high numbers of dura lesions, or that

their surgical skills are responsible for low numbers. But

how can we find out whether these covariates (input vari-

ables) really matter?

Step 3: calculating standard errors and average

proportions

In a next, still descriptive step we have to calculate the

unweighted average dura lesion rate of these seven hospi-

tals which one could already consider a ‘‘raw’’ benchmark,

even if hospital size is not yet accounted for. This average

was 3.5%. More importantly, we have to provide error bars

(i.e. standard errors for binomial proportions) which indi-

cate how precise the estimated dura lesion rates are [1, 2].

This is essential because in real life none of the participants

documents 100% of his operated cases and/or complica-

tions, be it intentionally or for the normal organisational

problems like lost forms, forgotten forms or incomplete

forms. Hence, the cases stored in the Spine Tango data base

are only a sample of all the cases occurring in the parti-

cipating hospitals. This depiction shows us a different

picture already, namely that probably only hospital 4 is

below and hospital 1 above the average dura lesion rate and

that all other participants are comfortably within the

benchmark. Note that large patient numbers in a clinic

generally lead to smaller error bars due to a more precise

estimation of the point estimates (Fig. 3).

Step 4: building a statistical model: calculation

of probabilities by univariate logistic regression

(instead of empirical proportions)

Now it is time for a statistician to move in and start with

statistical modeling, a procedure that goes beyond what our

standard online statistical routines can provide.

In a statistical model, the proportions become proba-

bilities and these can be depicted as point estimates, for

example as odds ratios [1, 2], with positive and negative

error bars around them. By displaying the unadjusted dura

lesion probabilities and the average dura lesion probability

we can see that the initial ‘‘guess’’, namely that all but

hospitals 1 and 4 are within the benchmark is still con-

firmed (Fig. 4). Note that errorbars are asymmetrical

Fig. 2 Raw but sorted proportions of dura lesions in seven selected

Spine Tango hospitals

Fig. 3 Raw and sorted proportions of dura lesions with standard

errors in seven selected Spine Tango hospitals. In addition, the

average raw proportion of dura lesions as raw benchmark is displayed

for the seven hospitals

Fig. 4 Unadjusted and sorted probabilities of dura lesions with

standard errors in seven selected Spine Tango hospitals. In addition,

the average probability of dura lesions as raw benchmark is displayed

for the seven hospitals
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because they have been calculated on the logit scale and

then transformed back to the probability scale. We used

hospital 4 as reference hospital with an odds ratio = 1.0.

The other odds ratios were 4.1, 5.0, 5.3, 5.6, 7.3 and 16.1

which means that the odds for a dura lesion in the other

hospitals are between 4 and 16 times higher. The large

confidence intervals show us, however, that these risk

estimates can vary to a great extent.

Step 5: adding influential ‘‘input variables’’ (covariates)

in a multiple logistic regression model

In order to assess if case mix, surgical skills or other

covariates truly influence the dura lesion rate, we have to

conduct a multiple regression analysis that includes all the

parameters which we think could possibly affect this rate

[1–3]. A multiple logistic regression corrects the probability

estimates of dura lesions for imbalances in input variables

between hospitals. A selection of the potential factors can

be based on medical reasoning, but in case of a limited set of

available information, as is the case in a basic registry data

set like the Tango, we could also include all covariates.

Sometimes, one can construct additional covariates by

combining certain parameters into a new one. For example,

we created a new covariate ‘‘type of fusion’’ by combining

information about sole fusion, fusion with instrumentation

and fusion with instrumentation and cage implantation.

Consequently, we included the following covariates

from the Tango surgery form into the multiple regression

model:

• age

• sex

• main pathology

• number of previous spine surgeries

• level of procedure

• number of fused segments

• operation time

• center of intervention

• surgeon credentials

• type of fusion

Step 6: interpretation of results of the regression

analysis

Running a stepwise elimination procedure with a signifi-

cance level of alpha = 0.05, non-significant covariates are

sorted out of the model in a stepwise process. The fol-

lowing two covariates remain in the model as significantly

influencing the dura lesion probability:

• center of intervention (P = 0.020)

• number of fused segments (P = 0.018)

Expressed in simple terms, with an error probability

of 2% (P = 0.020) we can state that the center of

intervention has a true influence on the dura lesion rates

and with an error probability of 1.8% (P = 0.018) we

can state that the number of fused segments has an

influence in all posterior spinal fusion surgeries con-

ducted in these hospitals. Remember, we are only

looking at a sample of hospitals and at a sample of

procedures and try to draw conclusions for the real

world, i.e. for all hospitals and all procedures. Because

we look at a representative sample of procedures from

these hospitals but at a non-representative sample of

hospitals as these seven participants do not necessarily

represent the world of spinal surgery, we should limit

our conclusion to these seven hospitals. With our sig-

nificance level of alpha = 0.5, we reject all findings

where the error probability is greater than 5%. This is

done in the stepwise elimination procedure where

covariates with the highest error probabilities, i.e. the

highest P values are sorted out first. Our null hypothesis

normally is that there is NO difference between the

hospitals or that the number of fused segments has NO

influence [1, 2]. This is why it is called NULL

hypothesis. The alpha error or type-1 error is the prob-

ability to erroneously reject this hypothesis of no

difference, i.e. to state that there is a difference though

truly there is none. Mostly, the error probability of 5%

(P = 0.05) is used. The opposite is a type-2 error or

beta-error, which is erroneously accepting the null

hypothesis of no difference though there truly is one.

The type-2 error has to do with the so-called power of

the study that directly depends on the sample size of a

study. The power consideration is still overseen in many

instances where researchers have not had any significant

findings and conclude that there is no difference in the

real world. Generally, a power of 0.8 is the target when

sample size calculations are made for a study [1, 2].

Conducting an underpowered study is similarly unethical

as conducting an overpowered study. In the first case, no

conclusion can be drawn and time and resources were

wasted for a worthless study, in the second case a sta-

tistically sound conclusion could have been drawn with

less resources and patients.

In the case of a registry with an ongoing data collec-

tion and without clearly stated scientific hypotheses the

power considerations are rather relevant when analyses

are conducted that reveal no significant findings. It is less

relevant for prospectively planning a sample size (though

studies can be ‘‘nested’’ into this prospective data col-

lection) but still helpful for calculating how many more

observations would be needed in case an analysis was

conducted which revealed no significant findings due to a

small sample size.
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Step 7: application of these results

for the benchmarking procedure

The finding that center of intervention is a significant

covariate already tells us that there is a significant differ-

ence in the probability for dura lesions in posterior spinal

fusion surgery between at least two of the hospitals. We

can guess that it is candidate number 4 and 1, but can we

already stop here? No! The fact that ‘‘number of segments’’

also has a significant influence needs to be further pursued.

What if hospital 1 predominantly operates cases with long

fusions and hospital 4 mostly performs single level

fusions? Then, the raw probabilities we are still looking at

give us a skewed picture of clinical reality which is of

disadvantage for hospital 1. There are two ways to tackle

this problem and enable a correct comparison between the

hospitals:

• stratification for ‘‘number of segments’’

• adjustment to the same average number of segments for

all hospitals

The variable ‘‘number of segments’’ has the following

four outcomes: 1, 2–3, 4–5, [5. Stratification means that

we will now separately compare the probability for dura

lesions between the seven hospitals in cases with 1 level

fusion, with 2–3 fusion levels, with 4–5 fusion levels, and

finally with all fusions longer than 5 levels. That way, we

neutralize the influence of the number of levels of fusion

for each of the four comparisons and come closer to the

true differences between the hospitals, but without being

able to get an overall picture (Fig. 5).

For the mathematically interest readers:

Let pij be the probability for extension i and clinic j.

The logistic model is logðpijÞ= logð1� pijÞ ¼ lþ ai þ bj

where l is a constant, ai the extension effect and bj the

clinic effect. With appropriate coding of effects (sum of

effects equal to zero) l becomes the overall mean and

l ? ai the average within extension on the logit scale.

We can observe that the error bars around the point

estimates get larger with an increasing number of levels of

fusion. This is because the number of observations (the

sample size) becomes smaller and hence the estimate of the

true probability of dura lesions becomes less precise.

Nevertheless, the four strata are the most precise comparison

of the probability of a dura lesions between the seven

hospitals for each situation. But what happens if a signifi-

cant covariate has even more than four outcomes and if

several covariates are significant? We would be faced with

several dozens of possible stratifications. As this is

impractical, we present a second possibility of such a

correct comparison—adjustment to the same average

number of fusions for all hospitals. This is an artificial

mathematical procedure which becomes necessary because

of the ordinal but non-numerical outcomes of the variable

‘‘segments of fusion’’. Figure 6 shows how the frequency

of dura lesions increases with the number of fusion levels

in the univariate model and why we cannot chose one

Fig. 5 Unadjusted but stratified

(four outcomes) and sorted

probabilities of dura lesions

with standard errors in seven

selected Spine Tango hospitals.

In addition, the overall average

probability of dura lesions

(global benchmark) and the

stratum specific average

probability of dura lesions as

stratum specific benchmark is

displayed for the seven hospitals
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outcome of the covariate ‘‘levels of fusion’’ as the average

outcome and hence have to artificially create it.

The average number of dura lesions would be ‘‘3–4’’

and after mathematically creating the estimated probabili-

ties with their error bars we have the best possible overall

benchmark for comparing the seven hospitals. We do now

not only see which hospitals are below, within and above

the benchmark, we can also quantitatively describe the

differences of probabilities. Hospital 4 still remains the

reference hospital with OR = 1.0. The adjusted odds ratios

for the other hospitals were now 6.0, 5.8, 7.1, 7.3, 7.0 and

18.2 which is different from those we had calculated pre-

viously (Fig. 4). Unlike the probabilities which are

different for different levels of the covariates, odds ratios

are the same for all levels of the covariates (as long as there

are no interactions between the variables of interest and the

covariates).

Conclusion

It is a long way to the true benchmark (Fig. 7)

Lessons learnt

The Spine Tango online statistical tool allows for direct

comparisons of input variables and univariate, unadjusted

comparisons of outcomes. A methodologically correct and

true comparison can only be done after a multivariate

analysis of other significantly influential covariates and

adjustment for their influence by statistical modeling.

Depending on number and type of these covariates it may

be impossible to come up with one final benchmark. If for

example, patient sex is revealed as significant covariate, we

cannot mathematically create a benchmark for the average

patient half man-half woman but would have to look at two

types of comparisons: one for male and one for female

patients. The Spine Tango data pool is constantly fed with

new cases and the introduction of new surgical techniques

or new types of implants may influence the interrelation-

ships between outcomes and covariates. Consequently, the

above-described analytical process has to be repeated

periodically and adjustments have to be made for new

covariates with a statistical influence. This highlights the

fact that though the online benchmarking gives us a good

but only rough idea about the truth, a methodologically

correct analysis can never be automated but has to be

manually conducted by an expert in the field. The current

article and analysis has not considered the problems of data

acquired in a voluntary observational registry like its reli-

ability or biases that can be introduced. The acquired

results shall serve as examples for the methodological

limitations of the online benchmarking function and not as

generalizable results regarding dura lesion rates in poste-

rior spinal fusion surgery.

Fig. 6 Graphical visualization

of the mathematical step for

calculating a non-existing

outcome level for dura lesions

by number of segments (3–4

levels). Calculation and display

of average (adjusted

benchmark) and individual

adjusted probability of dura

lesions for the seven hospitals

Fig. 7 Contrasting the raw

display of proportions of dura

lesions with the adjusted

probabilities and adjusted

benchmark of dura lesions
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